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ABSTRACT 
Large data tables are been generated in the process of risk data analysis in Critical Network Infrastructure (CNI) of safety critical 
systems. Due to the evolving nature of machinery power and information sharing technologies, operator requires monitoring 
software which performs continuous analytics and visualization of real time data generated from the system. The development of 
suitable and effective management of critical data sets is currently lacking. Big data analytics is a platform and solution can be built 
to solve complex problems in Critical Network Infrastructure. One of the key objectives in development of Monitoring software for 
Critical Network Infrastructure (CNI) is to identify the main factors of failure modes leads to treat for safety critical systems. In this 
paper, we propose an analytics methodology that uses CNI’s layered approach to analyze failure data to discover hidden patterns 
and more specific information about failure modes are identified. The discovery of new pattern in the current data set enables high 
velocity capture, discovery, and analysis of safe operation and maintenance of safety critical systems. Thus, risk data analysis for 
critical datasets provides accurate risk posture and control measures in safety critical systems. It has been successfully identified 
the failure rate in data sets, finding dependencies in relation, and discovering rules which are hidden in databases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A safety-critical infrastructure is one of the critical area which cause accidents. Software is hazardous if it 

can cause a hazard i.e. cause other components to become hazardous or if it is used to control a hazard. It is 

crucial when the network peripherals plays a critical roles like monitoring nuclear power plants, rockets 

launching systems, patient monitoring in hospitals, financial transactions, and space travel and communication 

etc[5].  

In the safety critical systems, each and every element of the network should maintain certain standards to 

make sure that these systems shall perform to the expected level at all the times and still stay fault tolerant. This 

may solely be achieved by appropriate style, and which needs the assessment of reliability [7]. Software is 

deemed safe if it is impossible or at least highly unlikely that the software could ever produce an output that 

would cause a catastrophic event for the system that the software controls. Examples of catastrophic events 

include loss of physical property, physical harm, and loss-of life. Software engineering of a safety-critical 

system requires a clear understanding of the software’s role in, and interactions with, the system. 

The critical infrastructure plays a role which are essential to identify the faults and need to avoid data loss. 

The major hindrance in big data is finding a outliers and hidden pattern. Big data is a collection of data sets that 

are large and complex in nature. With unlimited growth of real-world data size and increasing requirement of 

real-time processing, immediate processing of big stream data has become an urgent problem. In stream data, 

hidden patterns commonly evolve over time, where many dynamic learning strategies have been proposed, such 
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as the incremental learning and ensemble learning. In government, business and safety critical system area, big 

data called “big stream data”[9]. 

Simply it refers to a huge volume of data; that can’t be stored and processed in traditional approach within 

the given time frame. They constitute both structured and unstructured data that grow larger, the fast access are 

not manageable by conventional statistical tools. Large datasets is being processed using Apache Hadoop for 

distributed storage. MapReduce inputs and outputs are usually stored in a distributed file system. The transient 

data is usually stored on local disk and fetched remotely by the reducers. In this regard it is vital to develop a 

risk data for Critical Network Infrastructure (CNI) in safety critical systems. Data Analysis for critical systems 

is to detect abnormal data -- criticality, failure, crash of system components. The input data for the challenge 

was provided in formats (CSV, XML, and ADT files) that could not be easily read by traditional data mining 

systems but can be done easily through Hadoop MapReduce. 

This paper aims to find the failure rate of critical components in the critical network Infrastructure and to 

predict the specific failure component and their failure modes of failure. Also aims to visualize the critical data 

set in CNI. Initially we have collected the failure data from the critical system components in CNI. The data 

exploration helps to calculate the minimum and maximum values and it also helps to measure the standard 

deviation. We applied data cleaning technique to modify and delete irrelevant data from the dataset. After the 

pre-processing the critical data sets helps the users to produce meaningful information regarding failure modes. 

Interpretation of results gives the data in the form of pictorial or in graphical representation. Figure 1 is the 

Safety Critical System (SCS) integration with a big data. The dataset are segregated and moved to Hadoop 

environment and the same is to be processed through Map reduce and the BI tools is used to visualize the data. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: SCS Big data Integration 

                                         

Analysis process and methods for Critical Network Infrastructure in Safety critical systems:  

Critical Network Infrastructure (CNI) in Safety critical systems provides an efficient management strategy 

to organize the network and to solve several troubleshooting options. It delivers a rule frame work that specifies 

to filter the rules and to manage the network by dividing the network into several key functional units. As the 

network becomes more complex, the probability of system failure increases, particularly for real-time safety 

critical systems that contain hundreds of nodes[1]. 

We have taken the risk factors associated with hardware components and software functions in the CNI. It 

is calculated by performing risk data analysis individually for all the three layers and combined to get a 

complete root cause failure data from the networking components in the infrastructure. The Failure Mode Effect 

Analysis (FMEA) was performed for CNI and those analytical results from FMEA provide necessary 

information on possibility of failures that may lead to the failure of the entire network. Safety critical system 

contains multiple components, sensors, and complex systems[8]. Figure 2 shows the CNI layers (Core, 

Distribution, and Access). In Core layer, data’s are collected and mapping through ETL process. In Distribution 

layer data is pushed to Hadoop environment and the same will be processed using R- Programming[11]. In 

Presentation layer the resultant data will be available to the user in the form of Graph, Chart and report. 
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Fig. 2: CNI Layers in Safety Critical Systems 

 

When compare with the data mining system with big data system, the data mining techniques are indefinite. 

Therefore, if indefinite data’s involved in decision-making, it will cause serious issues. Also it lacks in terms of 

privacy and security measures[4].  In the system analysis, each component  generate the data that increasing day 

by day and data storage have grown significantly.  The predictive analytics include the use of text analytics to 

look at big data for fault detection. System component span across multiple logs; the big data analytics helps in 

segregate the unstructured data proactively for detecting failure. Implementing Hadoop in this concept allows 

various advantages. Hadoop allows the multi-node execution that helps in overcoming the failures by backing 

up the failed data from the other successfully executed node. 

 

Risk Analysis for Critical Network Infrastructure using big data analytics: 

Risk analysis for huge (BIG) information of failure data sets from Critical Network Infrastructure is 

performed to identify the root cause failure in the network infrastructure to retrieve and discover the hidden 

pattern of information. It predicts the exact problem within the networking components with explanation and 

recommended action. 

Step 1: Data Collection - Critical component specification data need to be collected from sets of Hardware / 

Software components: routers, switches, hubs, Ethernet, firewall and DNS from CNI layers. 

Step 2: Mapping  - Failure data from log file of Critical Network Infrastructure is taken as input for data 

mapping process. 

Step 3: Data validation and cleanup is done by moving the log file to HDFS using Flume – avro. Apache 

Flume quickly set up Flume agents for collecting fast-moving data streams and pushing the data into Hadoop's 

filesystem (HDFS)[5]. 

                                     

 
Fig. 3: Data movement through Flume Agent 

 

The main challenge in handling the log data is; moving the logs produced by multiple servers to the Hadoop 

environment. HDFS provide a traditional in-built command called “put”; used to transfer the data from sources 

to HDFS. But the limitations of put command are, (i) Transfer can be done only one file at a time. (ii) The data 

needed to be packaged and should ready for the upload. And also the problem with HDFS is; In POSIX file 

system whenever we are accessing a file (say performing write operation), other programs can still read this file 

(at least the saved portion of the file). This is because the file exists on the disc before it is closed. For example, 

if a source is writing data into HDFS and the network was interrupted in the middle of the operation (without 

closing the file), then the data written in the file will be lost. The solution is to send streaming data (log files, 

events etc..,) from various sources to HDFS, Facebook’s Scribe, Apache Kafka, Apache Flume. We are using 

the Apache Flume it provide a ingestion mechanism for collecting aggregating and transporting large amounts 

of streaming data such as log data, events from various webservers/sources to a centralized data store. With the 

reference of Fig.3 The external source sends events to Flume in a format that is recognized by the target Flume 
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source. once a Flume source receives an incident, it stores it into one or a more channels. The channel is a 

passive store that keeps the events until it’s consumed by a Flume sink. The sink removes the event from the 

channel and puts it into an external repository like HDFS (via Flume HDFS sink) or forwards it to the Flume 

source of the next Flume agent (next hop) in the flow. The source and sink within the given agent run 

asynchronously with the events staged within the channel. 

 

 

Procedure 1 

 

In the conf/flume.conf file, we defined the different Flume components and chain them together. 

 

 

# Define a memory channel called ch1 on agent1 agent1.channels.ch1.type = memory.  

#Define an Avro source called avro-source1 on agent1 and tell it to bind to 0.0.0.0:41414. 

Connect it to channel ch1. agent1.sources.avro-source1.type = avro 

#agent1.sources.avro source1.bind = localhost agent1.sources.avro-source1.port = 41414  

# Define a logger sink that simply logs all events it receives  

 

# and connect it to the other end of the same channel. agent1.sinks.hdfs-sink1.type = hdfs 

agent1.sinks.hdfs-sink1.hdfs.path hdfs://localhost:9000/flume/events/  

# Finally, defined all of the networking components,  

 

# call agent1 which ones we want to activate.  

 

agent1.channels = ch1 agent1.sources = avro-source1 agent1.sinks = hdfs-

sink1 

 

#chain the different components together agent1.sinks.hdfs-sink1.channel = ch1 

agent1.sources.avro-source1.channels = ch1 

Procedure 2 

 

- Copy flume-env.sh.template to flume-env.sh. 

 

cpconf/flume-env.sh.template conf/flume-env.sh 

 

Procedure 3 

Start Flume as 

 

bin/flume-ng agent --conf ./conf/ -f conf/flume.conf-Dflume.root.logger=DEBUG,console -n agent1 

 

Procedure 4 : 

 

Run the Avro client to send message to the Avro source as below. The contents of the /etc/passwd file in the 

HDFS /flume/events as a Sequence file. 

in/flume-ngavro-client --confconf -H localhost -p 41414 -F /etc/passwd -

Dflume.root.logger=DEBUG,console 

 

Procedure 5 : 
 

Data visualization allows users to identify problematic components in the cluster quickly, and distinguish 

between different classes of problems in the CNI layer. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this paper we present the solution of our model system with structured and unstructured set of data from 

log files and retrieve the hidden information with capability of knowledge extraction from the textual contents in 

the documents. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows the Hadoop setup and configuration screen. It describes about the Hadoop map 

reduce administration and configuration steps [11].  
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Fig. 4: Hadoop (UNIX) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Hadoop MapReduce Administrations (UNIX). 

 

Fig. 6 shows the status of the problem viewed from the access layer. This is fetched from the Hadoop data 

nodes and managed in MySQL. It describes the possible causes of the problem in the networking components, 

consequences and recommended actions to control the failure in safety critical systems. Undesired events and 

unintended events have been discovered through data analytics 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

Fig. 6: Status of problems viewed from the access layer 
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Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, The presentation layer can view the information and identify by entering the error code as 

input and gets the output as failure criticality level by means of giving the status of problem as critical or non-

critical. 

 

                                           
 

 

Fig. 7: CNI Presentation Layer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Critical data sets using visualization technique. 

 

Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have taken CNI components for analyzing the possible failure modes and its consequences 

which makes use of big data analytics technique and we developed monitoring software to forecast the possible 

occurrences in the safety critical systems. For this study, we have collected information from various critical 

networking services failure data for analysis. We developed monitoring software for CNI, to access the failure 

rate of each component in safety critical systems. Based on our current analysis we can quickly identify the 

failure component, alert the user and can suggest possible resolutions for the particular component failure. The 

data visualization helps to visualize the failure consequences with a rate failure, median and variance. The 

information about the failure probabilities from the CNI model can be properly utilized by the public sector. 

This work presents a predictive modeling, clustering, and anomaly detection architecture that is highly scalable 

and can support data from multiple data sources.  
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